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Category:Free audio software1. Field of the Invention The present invention relates to a call record recording
apparatus and method, and more particularly, to a call record recording apparatus and method in which an audio
stream generated at a call origination site is recorded in an area separate from an area where an audio stream is

generated by a call termination site, in order to reduce the probability of recording an audio stream generated by
a terminated call as a duplicated audio stream. 2. Description of the Related Art At present, many households

have a voice recorder which records a conversation between family members in digital format. The recorder is a
device which records a conversation between family members into an internal memory, and a recording is

updated every time the user presses a recording key to start recording, and ends recording when a key is pressed
to end recording. Accordingly, if the user forgets to start recording the conversation, or abandons the recording,
a conversation before and/or after the recording may be recorded. Further, more recently, a technology has been
developed which uses a technique for call recording, thereby recording a conversation between family members
while reducing the probability of duplicating a conversation recorded during a previous call. For example, the
“audio monitor method” is generally used. This method is disclosed in Japanese Patent Laid-Open Publication

No. 2001-120126. In this method, audio streams are recorded in a memory such that, when a conversation
between two family members takes place, one of the conversations is recorded in a first recording area of the

memory and the other is recorded in a second recording area of the memory. The inventor of the present
invention has found that the “audio monitor method” is performed with an audio recorder whose function is

similar to that of a voice recorder. In this case, if a user forgets to record a conversation during a previous call,
and does not start recording the conversation for a subsequent call, a conversation that takes place immediately
before and/or after the call is duplicated as a duplicated conversation in the second recording area. In the case
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where an audio recorder having a voice recording function is used, the inventor has found that the probability of
recording a duplicated conversation in an area where a single conversation is recorded increases in proportion to

the number of conversations already recorded. Thus, when a conversation is not recorded, it is preferable to
avoid recording a duplicated conversation.I don’t know if this is cheating or not but I’ll submit something
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Discussion of the important tasks are how to free the audio record wizard recording, free audio recorder. Audio
Record Wizard 6 Serial License Code Free Download. The audio recorder is not just a regular recording

software, but an advanced one. Audio Record Wizard 6 Serial License Code Free Download. It can record audio
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includes a recording with the best quality audio recording. Audio Record Wizard 6 Serial License Code Free
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Free Download. With a simple guide you can free Audio Record Wizard. Audio Record Wizard 6 Serial License
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